At long last, attached are the work-products / “deliverables”, resulting from the border remedies project originating in SC-Enforcement.

The materials comprise:

1. An EU / Euro-centric summary table with summary supporting discussions, for the EU, Germany, UK, Ireland, France, and Italy;

2. Summary / “standardized” discussions for the USA, the PRC, the Phillipines, Brazil, Japan, Turkey, Italy, Germany, France, Ireland; and

3. Several somewhat more detailed reports for the USA and Japan.

I’m not sure what the protocols are from here forward, to make these materials broadly available to AIPPI members; I leave that to you. Hopefully, we’ve left you enough time to have a shot at getting these border remedy materials into some part of the Sydney Congress distribution.

Let me know if there’s anything further that we can do to help further dissemination of this project’s results.

See you in Sydney.
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